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Editorial
Dear readers,
After almost a quarter of a century of unbroken publishing of CIT. Journal of Computing and
Information Technology, its publisher – the University Computing Centre (SRCE) – realized with
regret that in line with its new duties within the University of Zagreb and the Croatian national
research and education e-Infrastructure, such publishing endeavor doesn’t lie within its mission
any more. In this respect, some time ago SRCE started negotiations with another institution within
the same University – the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing (FER), in order to
transfer the publishing duties. These negotiations ended fruitfully, with both institutions reaching
an understanding on the necessity to maintain the continuity of publishing CIT, hence leading FER
to take over its publishing. It is then my pleasant duty to inform you that starting January 1, 2016,
our new publisher is the Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing of the University of
Zagreb.
On this occasion, I feel it appropriate to provide a short glance back, to CIT’s beginnings. CIT’s
inception dates in the now distant 1992 when, as the result of an initiative coming from the University of Zagreb and backed by the former Ministry of Science, Technology and Informatics of
the Republic of Croatia, it was decided to start a new scientific journal in the dynamic areas of
computing and information technology. The journal was to be published by the University Computing Centre – SRCE, targeting the academic audience, particularly of Central Europe and the
Mediterranean. Undoubtedly, at this point we have to mention the individuals who contributed to
CIT’s birth: Professors Leo Budin, Vlatko Čerić, Dean Rosenzweig and Slobodan Ribarić formed
the Editors’ hard core. They were soon joined by Professor Branko Jeren, along with Professor
Slavko Krajcar as the Journal’s director, and me as the Book Reviews Editor. This initial team was
headed by Professor Leo Budin, as CIT’s first Editor-in-Chief, later succeeded in this position by
Professors Vlatko Čerić, Sven Lončarić and me.
CIT’s first issues also contained the Croatian Professional Newsletter on Computing and Information Technology (in Croatian), later discontinued, which was edited by an additional Croatian
Editors’ team consisting of Professors Damir Boras, Hrvoje Gold, Ivan Rusan and Mladen Varga.
The first issue of CIT was published in March 1993, having SRCE’s financial and technical support
in the past 23 years of uninterrupted publishing. This has allowed the publication of two parallel
editions in 93 issues – the paper version since the beginning, and the Web one since 2002. To
illustrate the overall publishing effort invested in CIT, it should be known that up to this very
moment approximately 1800 submissions have been processed, with about 660 papers published,
thus making an acceptance rate of approximately 37%. Since 2012 the average acceptance rate has
decreased to approximately 30%, with a trend of further drop. In the same period the number of
submissions has steadily increased from 50-70 per year to the present average 160-180 per year.
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Along with regular issues, CIT has regularly published special issues, here including the traditional
series of such issues with selected papers from our sister Conference on Information Technology
Interfaces – ITI, which regrettably got discontinued in 2014, as well as special issues targeting
novel topics in the areas of computing and information technology and guest edited by recognized
experts in the respective fields of research. This practice will be continued in our future publishing
effort.
The journal strives to stick to rigorous editing and publishing standards, in order to maintain as
high as possible quality level. In this respect, CIT is strongly committed to supporting scientific
integrity, and has been using the CrossCheck/iThenticate program package on a regular basis since
2013.
To conclude, let me in the following enumerate some of the specific objectives we envision to
accomplish in the next period in order to further improve CIT’s publishing effort:
• for the purpose of keeping pace with present day publishing standards, CIT’s principal version
will be the Web one, meaning open access (OA) to published papers under one of the existing
models; we will retain the paper version for reasons of reference, considering some sort of
printing-on-demand as an auxiliary tool;
• we will retain the present publishing frequency (quarterly), but will also consider a frequency
increase (possibly to a bimonthly level), in line with the growth in the number of quality of
papers; we will continue our present policy of inviting recognized researchers to guest edit
special issues on topics from their expertise;
• in order to achieve a higher visibility in the area of OA publishing, we will make any effort
both to be included in representative OA repositories and to settle appropriate levels of OA
licensing;
• a new OJS version is under our testing, which we plan to operationalize in time to meet the
“Big Switch” to the new hosting at FER; we also plan to change the visual identity of the
journal to the extent allowed by OJS customization span;
• starting next year (2016, Vol. 24), we will solicit Thomson Reuters’ monitoring in order to
get Web-of-Science’s (WoS) indexing.
Let me thank again all of you for your interest in the journal, shown through your constant and
rising access rate to our Web page. Let me also thank the authors for selecting CIT as the platform
in which to present their submissions. And finally, let me thank our hardworking reviewers and
editors for their dedication, time and effort in performing their duties on a voluntary basis.
Vlado Glavinić
Editor-in-Chief

